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Abstract 

Catch calendars were used during the 1981. subsistence set net salmon season in 

Port Graham and English Bay to determine monthly harvests of salmon and other 

resources. k1 total of 76 calendars were issued in the two communities. During 

the five month period, hluy through September, Port Gra.ham residents reported 

2,883 sal.mon harvested and English Bay residents reported 2,053 salmon 

harvested. Although on-site observations confirm the 1981 reported harvests, 

the 1979 estimated harves. for English Bay differs significantly from the 1981 

reported harvest. Other resources reported in significant numbers were halibut, 

Dolly Varden, clams, herring, berries, and crab. 



Introduction 

At its December 19SO meetin, = the Alaska Board of Fisheries developed ten 

The Subsistence Division w‘as responsible for developing the calendar format, 

issuing calendars, collecting calendars monthly, and tabulating monthly harvests. 

A similar harvest calendar system was used on the Lower Yukon River in 

monitoring sheefish harvest (Crawford, 1979). Since the opportunity for 

additional data gathering existed, resources other than salmon were included on 

the calendars. \Vi th the cooperation of the local Fish and Came Advisory 

Committee and the Port Graham and English Bay village councils, adequate 

calendars were issued to record the subsistence salmon season to December 

1.9 8 1. rn This allolved for the testing of calendars in the collection of not only 

salmon harvest data, biut also quantitative basclinc information on most 

resources tiarvcsted. During the winter of 1981 the desirability and Ec;asibility 

of continuing the ctllcncks system will be determined, If c3lendxs Eirc evaIu;?tccl 

criteria to be used in determining which communities in Cook Inlet would qualify 

for subsistence salmon fishing permits. Port Graham and English Bay, both 

within the Port Graham commercial subdistrict (Figure I), were two Cook Inlet 

communities to receive permits during the 1951 subsistence salmon season. The 

season consisted of two 49 hour periods each week during >Iay, June, August and 

September (Figure 2). Because there had been little information col.lccted on 

the subsistence salmon ha.rvest levels in these communities, the Board decided 

not to set harvest limits and to implement a catch calendar (Appendix A) system 

by which fishermen could record daily salmon harvests. The calendars were also 

to serve as harvest permits for the subsistence salmon set net fishery. 
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Figure 1. Port Graham Subdistrict. 
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Figue 2. Open subsistcrice fishing periods in the Por ,t Crahcln subdistrict - .I!‘.. 
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as being useful, they could be issued in January 1982 as a part of the 

Department’s efforts to continue monitoring resource harvest activities on an 

annual basis. 

Information collected from the calendars is strictly quantitat ive for the five 

month period May - September and therefore portrays only a portion of the 

annual round of resource utilization. To provide a more complete understanding 

of resource use, data arc required on, but not limited to, the foll.owing: 

geographic distribution of resource harvest; variety of resources harvested; 
I’ 

levels of hunting, fishing, and gathering effort; harvest distribution patterns of 

users; and division of labor among harvestors. It is the Subsistence Division’s 

intent to conduct on-site data collection on the above mentioned parameters on 

a continuing basis. 

Met hodoloz 

Calendar format and monthly resource listings were developed with the 

assistance of the local Fish and Game Advisory Committee, the Port Graham 

and English Bay vill,, lae councils, the North Pacific Rim Subsistence Coordinator, 

and Alaska Department of Fish and Game staff. 

The calendnrs were originally intended to monitor only salmon harvest, but tile 

opportunity allowed for other resources to be included. Resources included on 

calendars were the five salmon species and those resources: appearing in the: 



Chugach Region Community Subsistence Profiles, 1981 as being harvested by -_I 

2506 or more of the households. Although crabs were not harvested above the 

25?6 level in 1.979, they were included on the 1981 calendar because of new 

regulations and the need for managkment information. The calendars could not 

list all 11.3 available resources, but additional opportunity was provided for 

resources not specifically listed to be recorded under the category of “other” on 

the back of the calendar. hIany resources not used as food were not included 

for lack of space. Wood, for example, is utilized extensively and should appear 

in a more comprehensive resource listing. 

Calendars were distributed door-to-door in both communities five days prior to 

the hIay 10 salmon set-net opening. A total of 47 calendars were issued in Port 

Graham and 29 in English Gay. A log was kept of all calendar recipients. In 

most ~~ouseholds calendars were issued either to the head of household CI’ to 

those people actucllly doing the harvesting. Calendar holders were instructed to 

record re,cources h‘arvested for use by household members whether the harvest 

was by s&t net, rod and reel or taken from commercial catch. Procedures for 

fillins out calendars were explained to each permit holder (Appendix 6). 

Information regarding these procedu~res was also distributed by the North Pacific 

Rim in brocllurcs distributed in each community (Appendix C). 

Calendars were collected monthly in both corn munitics by Subsistence Division 

staff going door-to-door. This allowed for the verification of harvest quantities 

by talking to the permit holder and, in many cases, actually seeing the 1iarve:;t. 

It also acted ;!s a reminder to calendar holders to record their harvest, provideci 

the opportunity to talk to people about their harvest, and allowed the chance to 

make on-site observations of harvest activities. 



Data Analysis 

Catch calendar data were examined for the following information: 

1. actual quantities of resources harvested by species for the fiqie moneh 

period of May through September 1981; 

2. estimated numbers of people for whom the households wire harvesting 

resoiurces, including both inc!ividua!s resident Lvithin and 011 tside the 

household; 

3. levels of effort (i.e. numbers of days harvesting) by household/permit 

holders harvesting each resource; and 

4. comparison with 19’79 harvest estimates. 

Additional data courd be compiled from the calendars, but more estensivc on- 

site observations ore necessary to present these data within the context of an 

aecept:lblc level of confidence. 



Results 

General -- 

Report information is based on calendar returns which varied from 70?6 to 8706 

each month. Tables 1 and 2 provide the number of calendars returned month1.y 

and corresponding sz.lmon harvest data. In Port Graharn, where 17 households 

were kciued calendnrs in 1981, 3-2 households consistently reported hxvesting 

resources for household use. Although the remaining 13 households held 

calendars, there was usually no one present when calendars were collected. 

Seven of these households had occupants who were working out of town or who 

had gotten a calendar in >Iay and had left for the summer. Three people hxl 

removed monthly sheets and thrown t11em away because they had not hxvested 

anything during the month. In English Bay 27 calendars were issued and 20 

consistently reported harvesting resources oath month. The remaining seven 

calendars belonged to people who had moved from the village, were too old to 

harvest , or w e r e gone most of the summer and did not harvest. 

Harvest Quantities 

Monthly resource harvests have been broken into two categories: salmon and 

other resources. All salmon are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Total salmon numbers 

include those fish caugllt with set net, rod and reel, and those taken from 

commercial catches. No differentiation was made among the qu:lntiti;:s 

harvested by these three methods. 



To assure the reliabilit:] of resource harvest reporting, on-site observations were 

made whenever possible. In both communities it was possible to observe at least 

half of the rePorted harvest either in smoke houses or on drying racks. In each 

household, as calendars were collected people were questioned about whether OI 

not what they had recorded was all they had harvested. AIost people filled out 

their calendars at or near the time of harvest. A few made amendments to their 

calendars at the time they were collected. The reported Port Graham 

subsistence salmon harvest for 1991 compares very closely with that reported in 

the 1979 harvest study conducted by the North Pacific Rim. E-iotvever, the 

English I!ky reported total harvest level for 1981 is only one-third that reported 

for 1979. Factors which may have influenced English Say harvest reporting 

include the arrest of several village residents in June for fishing violations and 

overestimation of the 1979 harvest. Further inquiry is necessary to explain this 

significant variation. 

Eng!Li.s’n say 
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Resources other than salmon appear in Tables 3 and 4. During the five month 

period, a total of 39 different resources were harvested by Port Graham 

residents and 351 different resources by English Bay residents. For the five 

salmon species, Port Graham has a preliminzy total harvest of 2,883, while 

English Bay hx-a preliminary total harvest of 2,053 for the period May through 

September. Red salmon were the most abundantly harvested species in both 

communities totaling 1,075 for English Bay and 1,594 for Port Graham. Reds are 

of particular importance for preservation and use throughout the year, especially 

durincg fall and winter months. Reds caught in May and J!une are pres-c:rved more 

successfully by drying and smoking than are fish caught during later months 

having more precipitation. Pink salmon also is an important fish for 

preservation as “dry-fish” and is traditionally eaten dipped in seal oil. PinI- are 

taken during the wetter periods of the year 2nd are more subject to loss on the 

drying r;leks than are reds. Pinks are reportedly caught largely by hook and line 

and are preferred in their spawned--out condition. Usually silver salmon care 

eaten fresh, although whenever possible they arc frozen. The eggs from all 

salmon specie s are highly sought after and are used as fishing bait and are eatc?n 

in soups. 

Ten of the 35 resources most commonly harvested were selected to cictcrmine 

the number of households getting those resources (Figures 3 and 4). Four of the 

five salmon species. halibur:, Dolly Varden, and berries were harvested by at least 

3396 of the households. Clams, churn salmon and crab were harvested by 10 - 

25?6 of the households. 
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There may be some additional harvest yet unaccounted for from earlier months, 

but this number is not expected to be significant since the missing calendars are 

from people who were not present for most of the summer. 

Resources other than salmon. harvested in large quantities during the May 

through September period include halibut, Dolly Varden, rock cod, tom cod, 

herring, snails, clams, cockles, chiton (bidxkis), and seaweed. Halibut, in 

particular, ‘iv;>.s hxvested in large quantities this year. Accorcling to local 

residents, h2libilt ;vzre closx than usual to the villages and easier to get at with 

small skiffs. Halibut appear in large quantities in the harvest during AIay and 

June and taper off througflout the summer. Dolly Varden consistently appear in 

the harvest throughout the summer. 

Num her of Dewndents ----- .~A-.------ 

In order to determine hole many community residents were directly dependent on 

local resources, the total number of people provided for by each household with 

a cal.end:w was requested at the time calcndxs were issued. The total number 

of depcndcn ts indica ted by cnl~ndx holclcrs S’:X 131 for Ellgli:;h &l),’ alld 16; fGi* 

Port Graham. Some residents send dried fish to children a~vay at school and to 

relatives living outside the villages. Total members of people outside the 

villages rcxeivir:g rcsourccs was not deterin ined. It may 3150 be of interest to 

note th3t th2 1.9sO ccr?sus figures for the communities -.- 1:25 for English ij;ly and 

162 for Port Gr~?52l-n --- compare very closely ivith the number of dependents. 
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Level of Effort - 

The level of effort for each community WRS determined in terms of the total 

number of days on which any one resource wr?s harvested. There !v;is a total of 

152 days during the five month period cf >Jay through September. Totnl nlumbet 

of days multiplied by the number of calendars issued equated to 7,144 possible 

calendar harvest days for Port Graham, and 4,408 possible calcndx hnrve:jt clays 

for English Eny. Since an average of 81% of the calendars were collected in 

Port Graharm 2nd an average of 77% were collected in English Bay, these 

percentages of the total possible calendar harvest days were used in calculating 

effort information. The total reported harvest days for Port Graham w%-$420 

days (7.2?6) and for English Bay, 518 driys (15.276) for all resources. For salmon 

alone there wnre -16 open days during the season, and there :vere 2,152 possi!jle 

CalCndClr h:!rVC5t d3iyS for Port GrEtJi2~11 and 1,242 calendx iwrvcst dz!:s for 

English Bay. 

Levels of effort for salmon alone were determined and aiqc shown on a monthly 

basis below. There were 269 harvest dci,s cn ivhich salmon were reported in 

Port Grzh;im. This is 12% of the 2,152 tcjtg.1 salmon hxvest c!a!;s. FI)? i i,y tl - J* hi c2y 

harvested SO .lrnon on 317 harvest d:!ys 01 26% of ihe total 1,242 pcssiblc salmon 

harvest days. 
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Port Graham Harvest Day2 English Bay Harvest Davs 
- -x- 

May 94 May 76 
June 61 June 61 
July 36 July 27 
xugus t 45 August 9 2 
September 32 September 61 

268 317 

When looking at the salrilon effort da.ta in light of the total reported effort, 

English Bay hxvested salmon on 61..0% of the days on which harvest of cn 

resource was reported. Port Graham harvested salmon on 63.8% of the days on 

which any resource harvest was reported. 

Discussion --- 

During the 1981 subsistence salmon season a catch calendar was used in 

collecting five months of harvest data in Port Graham and English Bay. 

Resexcher levels of confidence in the dzt3 for Port Graham are the best that 

could be expected b?.sed on field ob~crvations and comparison with 1979 data. 

On-site observations confirm the English Bay rccordcd harvest, yet the 1981 data 

differ significantly from the 1979 reported harvest. Information 3s to why the 

data differ is lacking, however, local arrests and overestimation of the 1979 

harvest arc- suspected. 

Thirty-.five differ{, nt re.;ources were reported harvested during the five month 

period. Most of the effort during that time was devoted to harvesting s,al~non, 

ies. all houg I> o 
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The calendars also served to gather data on resources other than salmon. The 

information gathered will be useful to make comparisons with previous years’ 

harvest data and by adding time depth to existing information. However, the 

existing information is of such short duration that in order to determine any 

patterns in resource use further data are required. Collection of harvest data 

will continue through December 1981. Continuation of the calendar system in 

the two communities will depend on the need for information, whether the 

information was useful to the communities and the Board, and future project 

financing. The collection of additional information such as net Icngths and catch 

per unit effort data would only be possible if technicians were on--site. 
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